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rem_h on contrct, delta and pcognmming of Unemtiea_ redund_t robot mmp_aton
0KRRM)(Thele are devk_ in which there are more _oint Ipace degree• of freedom than _ _ m _ _ _-
don and ot'ien_ of the end-effeetor neeemary for a given trek in a given woOJpaee. The technoiogkal development_
with:
...._.. __ _ t_ for automatically _ne_ s _t_. _t_ to execute _ i;
._,- Control of redundant manipulator• to optimize dynamic criteria (e.g.. applicationl of force• and momenta at the end-
effeetor that optimally diatribute the loading of actuaton); ,,_, _, _,
,_ J34_ign of KRRMa to optimize functionality in congested work environment• or to achieve other goals unattainable
with non-redundant manipulatot_. /(_ i :: ,_ , ' i., : ..... 'ii < <, ,
kinematic programming teehnique_/_l_ag tha_ tome l_eudo-inverae teehnique_ that have been _
for redundant m_ator control fail to achieve the goak of avoiding kinematic tingularitiea and also generating closed .
g_nt-q_aee patha _din l' tb_clote patha of the end effector in the work•pace. The extended Jacobian is _ as an
alternative to pteudo-invene tecimiquea. It incorporate• functional comtrainta in a gtraightforward way to resolve redun-
t dancy, and can meet a variety of g_afially-varying optimality criteria. Thia method can generate manipulator tra_:ctorie_ that
automatically •void ol_taclea Wovided suitable distance function• are defined, and if the interzectionl of the constraint sur-
f•eel are characterized in • sufficiently simple way.
A _]x degree-of-freedom geometry can,no longer _ .considered • general purlx_ m .ani__ator. _ geometry has fatal
kinematic fl•wa that arise from dngularitiea a_d reatrtcttons on the wor_. The m•.._" flaw of a_x degree-of .4reed.ore
manipulators ia the prepuce of _ingularitiol in _e,_mterlor of the work_ace. It m exceedingl 7 difficult [o pi.an tra_ec.to.n._
that do not pare through or near singularities, given_d_e complex tramform.aUon, between end effeetor !oeataom and _mt
anglc_. An extra degree of freedom makc_ functional in .ft."__workspace ..pmnts .m the .sen_.. that a nonlinear conf'tgur•.t,_
can tie found that will corrcslxmd to • given workspace point. _Si_gular conflg_ra, u ons will still arise, but they can _ av_ded
through exerche of • self-motiou to arrive at a new configuration,"_Kself-motion _s created by a redu_.., cy and..delta I
as an internal motion of the linkage that doe• not move the endlx_int.\'_'ne trajectory planner mint •till be wary of interior
dngulariti., but up_ arriving at one, the motion can backtrack._o a_ .to'_lve to • different configuration at the s/ngular
Ix_nt. Thua a seven degree-of,freedom _tz a minimal configuration (_ complex geometry) that make• •variable all
interi_ wor_ points. \_
Seven degree-of-freedom geometric• are complex and co_fly. Most industry _ef_fortt have therefore f .ocu_ed on w,eking
methodt to mitigate the effeet_ of ¢/r.gularitiez. Strict realization of '.he velocity requ_ment_ at ghe en..d_." t must be •ban-
doned. Sometimes • _elf-moticu at the singularity can be uaed to find an alternative cotffil_uration for which the pox'hie end.-
point velocities happen to coincide with the.desired one [1], although the manipulator musi_eetively come to a stop for thts
self-motion to occur. "_,
3._ R_tion of geduada_y \<
Redundancy resolution schemes fall into two broad categories: local optlmiTation or global _l_t\imization techniques.
Within each category, the optimization may be done at the kinematic or at the dynamic level. ',\
//.- "\,,. x,,,
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Mast research has involved the instantaneous of local resolution cf the redundancy through use of the lmeudo-inven
"Iltese local techniques deal with the instantaneous kinematics of motion,/_., motion which is locally optimized by increme
tad movement from the current arm state.
Global optimization minimizez some performance index aortas a whole tra_ctory, and hence should perform ben
than local optimization. Yet the complexity of problem formulation and the computational interactibility have restricted d
use of global optimization schemes for redundant manipulatorL
The advantages of the local optimization methods over global methods are twofold: the simplicity 4 problem fomel
tion and the relatively small amount of o_nputation required fof the algorithm. The small amount of computation a.ssoc_
with local methods offen the pmsibility of real-time control of the manipulatot_. The local technique, however, may n
always be desirable for controlling redundant arms. [2] showed motions of a redundant manipulator following closed haJ
tra_-tories are generally not elmed in joint space trajectories. [3] proved that, without a modification, the generalized inv_
method need not even avoid kinematically singular configurations. Since the local optimization method only inztantaneom
minimizes a given criterion, it do_ not guarantee a global minimum and may even result in a disastrous manipulator mot_
[4].
On the other hand, the global optimization technique ensures a solution with a global minimum. Real-time conu
based on global techniques is problematic, due to the heavy computational requirements. The global technique may be pt
fectly adequate for commonly encountered industrial problems requiring repetitive motion, since a specific solution will
used over and over again.
3.1 Load Khtematle Remlutlea e¢ Redundancy
Most local kinematic techniques resolve redundancy at the veloci_/level by using the lmeudo-inversc jT (also known
the Moore Penrme generalized inverse) of the Jacobien J:
=j6
= .i. +(z-.i-.i)
where
._ = 6 dimensional velocity vector of the manipulator end
0= n > 6 dimensional _nt angle vector
4,= arbitrary _t vector
(/-.IT.I) 6 is the projection of 6 into the null space of jacob and corresponds to self-motion of the linkage that does t
move t__e end cffector.
This approach is attractive in two ways. First, the Imcudo-inversc has a least squares pTopcrty that can minimize ¢x=
sire joint velocities and make smoother motion. Second, the redundancy that is available is succinctly characterized by t
null-space of the Jacobian. Measures related to this formulation can be used to achieve some objective, i.e., to avoid _o
limits, singularities and obstacles [5,6,7]. A weighted pseudo-inverse (different from the nuU-space vector) can be used
angers high and low priority of variables [8].
The Moore-Penrose generalizeM invoice is problematic, however, in that it is nonconscrvative [2]. Repetitive meti(
pianned with the pseudo-inverse alone need not follow a repetitive path m _oint-space.
3.2 Global Khtema_ Remlutloo o¢ Redundancy
Nakamura [11] presented a method based on Pontryagin's Maximum Principle for globally optimizing a given cost f_r
tion for problems involving both kinematics and dynamics. An integral performance index of the following type is minim_
over a des/red trajectory:
f," p ( e, t ) dr
where t I and t! are the initial and final time respectively. For example, p =6"rg+t'w, where k is a constant and w is the ma
imlatability index, was used by Ill]. Pontryagln's Maximum Principle is then applied to Equation 4 and Equation 2 wtxic!
treated as an ordinary optimal control problem of a dynamic system with _0as an input vector. The Hamiltonian accordinl
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a fixed time problem with a fixed time problem with a fixed left hand end-po/nt and a free right hand endpoint is given by
where _ it an auxiliary variable vector. The global aolution it then given by choosing a _ that maximizes the Hamiltonian at
every instant and solving the following 2n differential eqtmtiom:
where Equation 6 it the same a_ Equation 2.
3._ Global Klmtle gemi.tkm d R_umlmcy
For problenm including dynamics, a state vector X----[eT_0TP" was introduced in [111.Using the inverse kinematics at the
acceleration level, the kinematica equations are rewritten in the following form:
__ -- Q (__, t ) +R(__ )4; (8)
[' 1__.(_v,t)= JtCi'(0-J-6) (9)
Joint torquez can now be written in terms of _, _, and t at
__,_;,t) = _.O(_,0 + V (,) _; (n)
_U_U,( v,t ) = HJ*f_(t) - j_) + _6.C. _6+ g (12)
_V(v.) = H( I - J*J) (1.3)
An integral performance index of the following type it then minimize/t:
where k ita non-negative scalar.For example, settingk to 0 minimiz_m the jointtorques in a leastsquares sense.The optimi-
zation problem can be solved through Pontryagin'sMaximum Principle.The solutionrequires solving 4n differentialequa-
tions.The algorithmxused in Nakamura's dynamic method and the globalalgorithmprcacnted in thispaper are theoretically
equivalent,but differentmethods are u.sedin the formulation.
4_Klnema_ProgrtmmfllqT_hnlqu_
4.1 Pmudo-lnvet'_ Tedmlqtma for Redumiangy Reaolutloa
The practical problcm associated with planning joint-_mr.e motion, for kinematically redundant maniladators is that of
producing an arbitrary prescribed end-effector movement. To do so, the controller must choose among infinitely many
corresponding joint space movements.
For any robot, each possible joint angle configuration defines a unique position of the end effector of the robot arm.
This is expressed mathematically by an equation of the form f(0) = x, where x is a vector (typically six dimensional) defining
the position and orienta;ionf of the end ¢ffector, and 0 is a vector defining the joint angle e.onfiguration. By differentiating
both side*of the equation xtI= f(O(_),we obtain the kinematic relation
Of
i(t) = _ ( e(t)) 6(t) (_
from which we can compute 0(t) in terms of the prescribed end effector trajectory x(t). One way to uniquely specify a jo;.nt
velocity vector for each _ (t) is to use the Moore-Penro_ inverse given by
2/_7
_0(t ) = _,(8(t))+j_(t), (16)
The joint velocities are minimized by this technique. But since joint velocities can become arbitrarilylarge near singular
configurations [D], this technique appears to show promise for generati_ joint angle tra_:ctories that automatically avoid
singular configurations. However, analysis shows the Moorc-Pcntme inverse technique, without further restrictions, may gca-
crate tra_ctories which pass arbitrarily close to singular points in joint angle zpace. Thus singularities are not avoided in any
practical sense. This result is in contrast to some claims that have been made in fiterature [2].
Modificatious to the Moore-Pe_ pseudo-inverse technique can be made to avoid singularities. An alternative to
Equation 16 for defining joint angle trajectories uses a projection operator onto the null space:
v is a (time varying) vector of the mine dim_ am 0 which remains to be q_ecified. Thin modification of the Moot_
Peo:og p_udo-inver_ technique can generate tra_ies which avoid singular configurations by apwowmte choice of v(.)
in Equation (6).
4.1.1 gmtctkmai Constralats for Redaadmgy Rem4utfel
A second class of methods for resoiving redundancy, quite distinct from the generalized inverse methods, is that of
imlx_ing differentiable (for smooth motion) functional constraint relationships on the joint angles:
4,,(of _ ...... o_) = o
_,,CO_.,o2...... 02) = o (_
In general, however, it might not be possible to choose 4_ 8o that (Of 02, 03) satisfy the redundancy condition
4_(81, 02, 93) = 0_and depend continuously on the coordinates (z, y) of the end effector (a 2-<! example of the method usmlg a
3-bar resolute joint, linkage in the plane). It is Ix_ible to find 4_ if sotne arbitrarily small area A of the workspace ht excluded
from the conditicns, hence resolving the redundancy in a continuous way.
4.1.2 _le A_4daace
An optimality criterion defined in terms of a distance function will depend on how obstacles are repre_nted. A
way of representing manipulator links is to model them as live segments between adiacent _3in_ coordinate systems. Obstng-
tions in the workspace (modeled as, e4g., primitives) can then be classified according to how and which links in the mechan-
ism can be impeded. Analysis of various geometries will then indicate the c,as_ in which the relative dimensions of the links
rcprcsent undesirable designs.
There are two major issues in incorporating considerations of obstacle avoidance into the design of kinematically
redundant manipulators. First, the basic geometry of the mechanism must be specified. Then, dimensiom o[ the manipulatog
must be chcacn to maximize some measure of its capacity to function in a congested workspace.
Each basic manipulator geometry will require specilication of a figure-of-merit. One example of such a figure of merit
could be the distance a manipulator could reach behind an obstacle in the workspace, or the area excluded from the
workspace because of the obstacle. These figure, can be based on manipulator characteristics, workspace and obstacle dimew
siot_., or, if this is not known at the design stage, probabilistic models or parametric analyses.
4.2 Global Opdmhatloa Teeludqaa
Our research developed practical numerical methods for resolving redundancy and solving the inverse kinematics prob.
lem, by _g a global (path integral) velocity criterion. These techniques are of interest because of the form in which
the solutions are expressed is similar to that of the pseudo-inverse or Extended Jacobian techniques. This can be contrasted
with other numerical techniques in which a repetitive and com tmtationaUy costly proce_ is used until the solution converge_
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• nominal mlution is assumed, the _ is lincarJz_, the _ optimal _ is found by a beckward and forward
sweep, and the linear o_ .olutlon b usml m update the nominal tobnion.
Our method differs from these oth_ numerical techniques:
(1) No appronimations or Uneadzations are required;
(2) The tolutiou is always in the form of • differential equation whc_ schttion is adwayu • feasible joint space trajectory;
(3) The "optimal".olutionisfound by .=archingovera relativelysmallnumber ofImmnetere cemprisin8theinitialcondi-
tionsof the differential equation; and
(4) The computational requirements of the solution for • particular set of initial conditions are comparable to these of the
pseudo-inverse or Extended Jacobian techniques.
Our apWonch is to view this problem as a boundary value problem (the theoretical basis for this apwcech is due to
Nakamura [II].We choosetouse theadditionalfreedomtominimizean integralofthejointvelocitiesover thepath:
T .
Minimizej_IO(t)[2dt (19)
sub_'t to the constraint
x(t) = f (0(t)). 09,)
The constraint exweues the requirement the end effector follow a Wescribed path in space. It is also lX_s/ble to exweas the
constraints in terms of velocities:
._(t) = _6(t) = J0(t) (20)
Solutions to the problem Equation 19 ate obtained from use of undetermined _ge multipliers and the Euler-
Lagrange equations, and Equation 19 becomes
o = ,o L (x) , x (21)
with
c_L d[0L] OL=o (2:2)
This Icach to
jT _, _ _ = 0 -- - (23a)
and
f (O)- .g = 0 (23]:))
For a kinematical],/redundantmanipulator,thedimensionsofJ assuch Equation23overdeterminesX intermsof 0.A
directcomequence ofthisistherelation
._ = 0 (24)
where aj is any nullspace vector of J(i,e., Jnj = 0, n_'nj _ 0). Equation 24 is the necemary condition that was sought for joint
space tra_ct .ori'es that extremize the integral of Equation (18). A solution for k that is consistent with Equation 24 is
k = (jj3_j-tj O. When we substitute this solution back into Equation 20, we have
(jx(jj_-tj _ I_ = 0 (2.5)
or, equivalently, -PjO = 0 where Pj is the nullspace pro_:ction operator for J. Equations 24 and 23 are equivalent when
(.u_-__,.
Equation 24 provides a second order differential equation that requires two boundary conditions to prov/de a particular
solution.
Anal_ of this case where 4_(0) and 0(t) can vary, but are subject to kinematic constraints at the endpoints, leads to
the consequence
2z,9
41,.--
U,(e(o))T_¢o)= 0
.j(e(T)Td(T)= o
This is the simple statement _a*, when d_ only _ eoudition on e is the kinematic relstion,mip./ (O) = x. tlx,
• necessarycondition for the con to be 8t an extremum is the componont of initial and final velocity in the nulbpuce of J be
zfro.
4.2.1 D_r_ H_ Eq_ DErUdq _ _
The equations d comtraint, together with the results of the Ealer-Lagrange equatiom just Wesemed, can be used m
derive differential equatioes fog propsgatlng the optimal 6(t). kh solutioM mull simult_ satisfy Equation 21 and the
kinematic constraint, f (8) = z. We have evaluated three ways to obtain differential equations fog 8 that meet these condi-
tions. They differ in the implied computational requirements and some of the techniques introduce "removable" singularities
to the computation of the solution. When singular behavior is not evident, all of the techniques provide the tame solution to
equivalent boundary value problems. Finally, it should be emphasized these differential equations are necessary but not suffi-
cient fog an optimal value of ¢r in Equation 18.
4.2.2 i)krect Solutkm
The most direct way to obtain • second order differential equation meeting the criteria listed above is to digferentiste
the constraint equations twice with respect to time, to obtain
i" = j_ + je_o,, (v)
When the pseudo-inverse solution fog 0 in terms of _" and 0 is examined,
where J? : jT(jjT)-t caa one observe that this solution to Equation (27) also satisfies Equation (24), since air J? = 0. This
means • joint space tra_ctory integrated from Equation (28) and appropriate boundary cooditions will meet the ttecema_
condition fog optimality. Note that, for this resolution to exist, (jj_j-t must _ everywhere along the trajectotT. This is the
equivalent to the requirement there be no kinematic singularities on the trajectory. This does not mean optimal trajectct_s
do not include singularities; it is pmsible to sPeCifY boundary conditions, fog example, that are kinematically singulL
"Optimal" solutions fog such problems exist, but they are not a consequence of Equation (24) og (27).
4.2.3 Reduced Order &Matlol
In order to obtain solutions to Equation (28) one must integrate a second order differential equation in a number
variables equal to the dimensiou of the joint angle vector. In principle, not all of these quantities need to be integrated, m
unne of them are already ,determined by the restraint of the kinematic relationship. There are two approaches thm _ke
advantage of this situation. The first approach introduces • parameter used to resolve the redundancy explicitly. The tecmal
approach uses the nullspace velocity as its parameter. In the latter case, the parameter is not obviously related to the cmfi-
guration of the manipulator at a particular time, but offers the advantage of introducing no removable or extraneous singu-
larities in the differential equation. In the manipulators examined so far, the number of redundant degrees of freedom ;,
one, but all methods presented can be extended to the case of multiple degrees if freedom.
Both techniques can be derived in precisely the same way, and differ only in the particular functional relationship ua:d
to resolve the redundancy.
4.2.3.1 'I'ne Reducth8 Remlutlms Technique
In the redundancy resolution (RR) technique, a redundancy resolution parameter, 4D= l (0), is introduced to restive
the ambiguity remaining after the constraint f (0) = x is met.
Specifying both x and 4, should provide enough information to compute 0. A velocity relationship can be obtained by
differentiation:
a
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In the null space velocity approach, the additional equatica is defined directly in terem of the nuflqxge velocity com-
punent,
These two equations have the same form, and the analysis of each is simiJmr, with substitution of appropriate parameters as
required.
Applying kinematic constraints on joint velocity, and ac_vin8 the resulting set of equations, we obtain a second-order
differential equation in a scalar parameter that rewesents either I or a. The inverse of Extended Jar.obian can pcovide an
explicit relationship for 6 in terms of i and this scalar parameter to that the two together provide the reduced order. If n is
the dimension of 0, and n-1 the dimensian of ,, the two relatiomhip8 comwis¢ n +2 coupled, first order ucalinear differential
equations that must be integrated. This can be compared with Equation (28), which is equivalent to 2n differential equa-
tions.
The principle advantage of the R.R approach is that b is siml_y related to the configuration of the manipulator, and
can be found directly. The principle disadvantage of the RR approach is that many "opcunal" trajectories, depending on the
particular conditions or boundary values, encounter dngularitks under certain coaditions of the parameters. The Extended
Jac,obinn technique removes this tlngularity algebraicafly and there is, then, the pmsibility further work with the RR tech-
nklUe can eliminate this disadvantage.
4.2,3,1 The NuUapege Vdede7 (NV) TechaJqm
The alternative technique to the R.R technique just described is the getolu_0a of the redundancy by a velocity con-
straint, in particular, the specification of the velocity component in null space. An advantage to this approach is the lack of
the "removable" singub_ points aseociated with the RR teclmique. The NV technique uses the same beaic information uacd
in the RR technklue, rather than _ and 8/The computational cost of integratmlg a particular solution from specified initial
ae
conditions using the NNr formulation requi:cs an amount of computation that is at least companble to the pteudo-inverse
and Extended Jacobian techniques.
The disadvantage of the NNr tech_ue, relative to the ]7_ technique, is the parameter at hu Little to do with the confi-
guration of the manipulator at any given time. Its first derivative, _t, is related to the nullspace velocity. By implication, one
might assume at is related to the nullspace velocity. By implication, one m_ht amume at is related to t_me distance traveled
in the nullspace directioa, but this is a path dependent integral, to at need not necesaar_ take on the tame value for the
same manipulator configuration if the trajectories are not identical. Oue available option is to integrate a sulxidiary equation,
such as _ = roT0, rather then integrating _t to obtain at, since cz is not required in the formulation. This would provide a his-
tory of the self-motion of the manipulator over the trajectory.
4-1 _unda_ Vain
With the computationally efficient wetheds for obtainm| tolutiom to Problem (15) in hand, the next issue is that of
obtaining particular solutions associated with given initial couditions or boundary values; The sections that follow will
each type of boundary problem in turn, and provide a numerical method for obtaining solutions to the problem.
4..,3.1 InU:bd noandar)" V_ _ (tnV_
The initial boundary value problem is the simplest problem. The initial orientation and velocity of the manipulator is
specified by the user, subject to the kinematic constra_ts. It is useful to specify the initial joint angles with a redundancy
re_lution parameter or parameters to avoid imposing a require_ent on the user to specify a full joint angle set consistent
with the kinematic restraint. This allows the user to specify the workspace pohtion and manipulator orientation in its self-
motion at that position independently, rather than forcing the user to compute a joint angle set corresponding to the desired
configuration. The initial Ix_tiou, then, is specified by the kinematic constraint in conjunction with a user-specified initial
value of O.
The "optimality" of the solutions generated by all the initial value techniclues presented must be verified. This is a-
direct consequence of the fact the Euler-Lagrange equations from which they are derived are only necessary, but insuffi-
cient, conditions for optimality. A solution generated from an arbitrary set of initial conditions may well be a locally may
imum cost solution, or may correspond to a solution that is first order stationary, but for which large changes in trajectory
produce lower cost solutions.
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The "natural" boundary value protdcm occurs when there are cmcntiafly no con_tiom on the coofisuratioa of the
man/puintor at ciflwr cndlx_st, and we wish to fred in/tial and rmal conf'_ that yield tI_ Jcaa-c,xt mlut/oa. A necu.
uu'y u_titiou for the aolutioa to the attend boundary value pt_k'm is the. aullspe_ joint vck_ty be zero at the initial and
fired.x igmttom.
The _h dcvcloped to mtve this bomatary value probkm uses the tolutioa to rig IBVP. The NVBP mlutiou, then,
can he t_duced to fmdin8 the zctm o( a functice that is mmputed by miring the IBm. _ _ _ _u_ _
satisfy the nccesmm_ conditiom for optimum mlutimm to the NBVP. but to find the mctual op_umum all 8c4utiomusmust be
examined.
The computatiomd requirements imposed by the requirement to czamine the: entire nmge of solutions to the IBVP is
obvious. The worm case computation cmt of '.he mlution can be immense. Rather than intcSratin| the NV equations once, as
wm required for the IBVP, the NBVP requires, in principle, infinitely tony such cvahmtiom. However, many Wactical
motion pr_ile8 give rise to a relat/vcly unoodt function for the nulbpece veJoc/ty component _tT, and the zcrm o( this funo
caa be molated with a small number ,_ cvaluatiom of the IBVP.
A final upcct of th/s solutiou tcclmkluc is poor ix'rfonnan_, as might be czlx:cted, when the initial (of final) conf',-
&_urat/onis its:If near a kinematic n/nsuiar point.
4..t.3 Two Pokst noadary Vslee Problem (TPBVP)
Solutiom to the two point boundary value pmbk'm can be _ by a method analolp3_ to that u_! for the HBVP.
la this lX_blem, 6o and 4h-, or equivaknt information is S/yon. The nolution to Equation (19) b required and can be foued by
makin 8 use of the IBVP mlutiou. The TPBVP _h takes 4b0 as the coaFlguratimt initial coaditioo tad mhcs fog a
velocity initial Condition, _ leading to a aointion with 4br m the final value of 4_.
In general, it is likely that 4, will completely remive the redundancy. Specification of additional pm'ameterJ should
allow eT to be known unambiguously.
4.3.4 INndodk Boundm'y Value Problkm (PVBP)
This is the problem of finding the least cost periodic motion for 0(:) corresponding to a workspace motion x(t) that is
also periodic, or cyclic. That is, we have a situation where z_0)=x(T), and we wish to find 0(t) that is a solution to the prob-
lem of Equation (1), and meets the additional constraints 0(0)_T) and 0(0)=4)(1"). This results in a joint angle time history
that foflows the desired trajectory, is periodic, and is low cost in the sense of Equation 19.
This problem differs from the Wcviotm boundary, problems as it requires a search in two variables, 4_ and a 0, for the
simultaneous zeros of two cxprcasiona that specify the problem. Intersections of plots of _olutions to these expressions will
correspond to mlutiom, but spurious tolutions will have to be rejected.
4.4suuwy
This section has presented a new technique for generating globally optimal solutions (in a velocity-magnitude squared
sense) to the inverse kinematic_ of redundant manipulators, due to Nakamura. The section discussed the coml_utatiomd
requirements of the techniques and showed derivations of two reduced order methods. It presented solutions related four
different types of boundary problems. The techniques presented are a practical off-line means of finding good solutions to
the reverse kinematics of redundant manipulators.
s.o mDdC,mU 
This section prc_:nts a local and a global optimization method for _g torque leading at the joints in the lea_-
squares sense. The local optimization technique minimizes torque by specifying a nuJl space vet, or using a generalized
inverse ap131iedto accelerations. The local method is compared to a straightforward paeudo-inversc and an inertial-weighted
pseudo-inverse. The global optimization method is formulated through the use of calculus of variations, and is compared
with the local algorithms.
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sJ J_d Twqm Openbdm
_hmd._ _ u_8 k_d _orq_ W_n_e m reducej_t _que nd n_d j_ tor_ _ _
_e nn_x_ moveme_Aa afec_ ,plx_e_ • to _ t_ejokt tou_ c_e to_e _ _ _ _ _ _
_iue I_ 'i_ b d_ tn a I_m _ _ by _ a _sctor d_Z c_ml_ a _oc_or _ _ _ _m _ _
_ torquce_d tlw _ctor _ lowerlimltLFor dmpilcity,the_ limiu_ mumed motioeindcpndcnt._ _ _ _"
h_xat at_ilmble toaque rmnse. I. euily .olved by minl_ 8 velilhtl_ mmtflx with la_5_ rePvwmatlon _ _ _ _
nmllc8.
TheallpdthmJwe im_a,_atted.re:
• um,ctsb_ _ _
z = m_ - J_)+_c.+ ! (31)
z =mt.(./-J_ +c_+! (_)
f:
• - ,c + + a tx0-J-)l, -' (33)
• w,,.ia_t_ a,_a...¢._.nva'idm(was)
• = m*(s-JO)+_c +$. + x [ w_(I- J'J)], w_" .o-_,-_ 04)
tJonwith minimum e'e.Pmmmab_, this ,hould keep joinu frmn movi_ too tm it sts_c_ at rut, pmmmy yzmms • mot_
_oouroUa_m_on. Tt_ inc_ vcisbted_ olSot_nn[9, 10]yJekke mininumki_ cnc_ _utm. The
unwc_htedsodw_sht_t nun-qx_ _x_th_ ire the_ netbo_pt_-nted_ ,.be_ _.
SJ.l Remits
_ormuc= a the u_tc_ nun,pace (_S), uaweiOt=d _ (taq) and m=nia-wcithtcd p,cudo-
invcne (IWlq) algorithms wece compared for _tatlve trajectm_ md mmt,cd _crim_ o( • basic thrc_-iintv
pure=rou_ =m_u_.
For • short movement, the _ drmnstically reduces the j0htt torques over the UPI, wire the IWlq ftllin8 amncwhcrc
betwecu tl_ two. A dramatic rcductimt in joint torque ot tbe UNSis tbe main coatrilattioa to tl_ overall iacrca_ in perfor-
mance. Foe • medhun length movcmem, tl_ UNS mill sboem • drmnstic reductioa over _ USI, with the _ again falling
in b_twccu.
TI_ situatioo chsnl_ comiderab_ for • loa8 a,o_-_cm. Bo_h th_ UNS tl_ IWlq algorithms ahoy uncapected imaabib
it,/ near the end o( the _t. The istab/lity seems to be csused bY the alifpunent oil the _ _ _ _ _ t_
large joint velocitica amociate_! at the time of alignment. The rcdundancy o( the arm ia _ !o_ in the first joint at the
alismncnt, aad tt_ _ joint _clocitics require extremely larsc joint mrqu= to keep the mailadator oa tt_ desired trajec-
tory. Evidently, the UNS and IWPI 811prithm alwa35 .bow inmblility for rchttivcty ioa8 traicctorics.
The UFI allpx'ithm appem to be mo_ ,ub_. There wcrc• few trtjecto¢i_ where oab/tl_ WFI _owed the instabil-
ity. The UPI al&,oritlun fFa:8 through 8 _ Join of rcdundano/in the third _o/nt near tbc movement midpo/nt, and anothcr
lore of rcdundan_ in the sccood _/nt nest the end of tbe movcmeut- Thcae lcm_ o( partial rcdundm_ together with the
larsc joint velocities wcmed to have tamed the instability ot the UPI 818crithm.
In the WNS for the same tra_ectori_, tl_ third jmnt torque is pulled much cio_r to its midpo/nt at the exi_nsc of the
first and 8caxngl _/nts. However, all tl_ _dnt torques are well within their ranscL Unfo_atately, the WN$ also shows this
instability in Ions movement=. Thcr_ wcrc even movements whcn_ tl_ iamabilit,/is d_wu oaly by the WHS. The chsractcrb-
tica o( the imtab/lity in the weighted ca_ were identical to tho_ of _tcd catKa.
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S.I.2 DI_
Local algorithm show dramatic improvement over the unweighted and pzudo-invu'_ algorithms in trajectories of
short length. However, for Ion| tra_-tories, the •ull-sps_ allgoriduns and the [WP! algoritlun all have stability problems.
Only the _ algorithm wu geucra_ weU-behnved, although it too showed instabilities.
Xt seems local •amperes with the energeticz of movement leads to global diauter. The instability shown by the [WPI
and the _S and WNS seems to be caused by the line-up of links 2 and 3 together with high _ut velocities at this confi-
guration. Since the use of the •u[I-qxt_ vector adds to the joint 8oceJefltion vector, the _t torque8 age minimized at the:
con of larlp: joint velocities. These large joint velocities eventually caused the manipulator's second and third links to line up,
resulting in a pmrltial Iota of rcdundency with the inability of joint l torque to vary. The _ the imtablility less ofte•. Since
the UP! gives t mhnicm of minimum joint tgcelerations in • lens• Jqum_ m, the joint velocities are restrained from caus-
ing links 2 and 3 to line up. Ne_erthelem, the UPI can go through another type of manipulator configuntion with l_"tial taa
of redundancy and cycntuallygo unstable.
s.2c_ o_m_am
The undesirable behavior of the local optimizatioa techniques hm led to development of a global method for optimi_,g
g_nt torques. The method parameterizes the redundancy of • manipulator and uses the calculus of variatiom. This formula-
tion requires explicit inverse klnemstic solutions and extra time derivatives of the variable8 involved, u oppmed to
Nagamura's [II] use of Lagrange mult/l_ers and Pontryagin's Maximum Princ/ple. However, ouly • s/nfOe fourth-order ordi-
nsry differential equation needs to be solved, instead of 4n elementary differential equtticas requited by P_tr_sgin's Princi-
ple for • manipulator with one degree of redundancy. The glol_d optimization algorithm is formulated using • variable 4_ that
pm'ameterizes the redundancy of the manipe/ator. The hand variables x with 4Dspecifies 8 joint confqpwatioa. Therefore,
given a desired trajectory x_(t), the corresponding trs_ctory of the manipulator can be sofved in terms of x_(t) and 4D(t).
The objective of this technique is to place the _oint torques closest to the midpoint of the joint torque movements over
the entire movement. This is done in a least squares l'nsc by _| aa integral of _dnt torques over the entire trajec-
tory. The performance index to be optimized is expressed u a function of _ and its first two derivatives and t over the time
of movement. The probletn is to find • d_(t) that minimizes this performance index. This is a straight-forward woblem in cal-
culus of variations whine solution is given by an Euler-Lagrange equation with appropriate botmdmy conditions.
The Euler-Lagrange equation can be expr_se, du fourth-order ordinary differential equation in 4J, and four boundary
conditions are needed to solve for the optimal solution. Two of these are readily obtained from the initial manipulator confi-
guration, namely 4_(0) and _(0). The remaining two couditions are given by the tram_ersality condition at t : t t. The prob-
lem then becomes a two point boundary problem which can be solved numerically. However, s_acc there are only two unk-
initial values, _(0) and d3_-t3(0), the space of these two unknown values can be _-archcd for the optimal solution.now•
Various wcll-knowu initial value integration methods may then be used to search for the mlution with the minimal perfof
mance index.
5.2.1 Remit•
As expected, the global.solutionof the short movement closelyresemblez the UNS algorithm. However, for tra_-torics
where the UNS showed instability, global solutions more closely resemble the stable UPI solution.
5.2.2 Disc•ram
The unacceptable performance of the local algorithm in minimiTing actuator demands over the whole trajectory hu led
to the development of a global algorithm formulated through the parametcrization of the redundancy and the method of cal-
culus of variations. (Even though the global methods are computationally infeasible for real-time control, they could be used
in repetitive motions commonly found in industry.) Results of the global algorithna are very womising; a solution was found
that outperformed air the local algorithms in movements of all lengths, even thmc long movements where the local algorithm
showed the instability.
Whether the local kinematic methods may be modified to avoid 'the _Lstabilities is not known. Oue pccsibility is to
weight the local optimization criterion with a kinematic term to avoid high velocity buildup. For staying within torque
bounds, linear programming, rather than least squares, may be more satistactory. The broader question is whether any local
algorithms can ever be completely succe_ul, or whether ultimately only a global resolution of redundancy can be
guaranteed woblem-free.
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Mort: qumimu should be sddrcm_ befo_ flzcse algorithms cam actually be applied to the control of redundant mani-
imlat_. F'um, the joint ausk, vclociqr and torque limits cannot be enforced with the algorithms formulated. The global
alloridm my be formulated in term of Pontryzgm's l_ucimum Principle to incoq_nte the joint torque limitr, however,
the joint angle tad velocity limits _ cannot be tddgsed. Sute-q_ce urch my lave to Iz used for the cu/orccmcut d
all manipulator constrsinls. Second, even though the manipulator starts m'e rest sad cuds st zero band velocity, the resultins
joint vulocities may not be zero; that is, the msaipulatot' continues to move st the end of the movement. The elsorithn_ may
continuously be applied at the movement end to kcep the hand from moving; however, this doe8 not guarantee the arm will
eventually come to rest. For any rcasonabk: tasks, this is highly undu/rabk; d_-rcfcn, the allpxiduns should be modified in
some ways so thc manipulator comesto • complete stop or • des/redconfiguration at the _t cod."
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